Abstract

Security issues have given rise toimmerging an active area of research due to the many security threats that most of the organizations have faced at present. Despite the advancements in cloud computing, the organizations are slow in accepting it, due to security threats that make a cloud environment to be source of data breaching. Maintaining privacy for the high dimensional database has become an important aspect of security. This paper, emphasizes on protecting the data in public cloud using data anonymization techniques. Anonymization is the process of making the sensitive data to be de-identified and preventing this data to be linked with identities of an individual or an organization. The data has to be anonymised, thereby preventing it from malicious attack & at the same time data must be also made available for the owner of the data. To preserve the data from the attacker, two methods of privacy preserving models are used - k-anonymity and l-diversity. Finally, in this paper an algorithm for graph anonymisation is presented, called the Evolutionary Algorithm for Graph Anonymization (EAGA) that is based on k-anonymity model.
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